
‘Social Distancing’, Adjustment(2/15~2/28)

Level 2 in the Metropolitan area,

Level 1.5 in the Non-Metropolitan area

6 Types of Entertainment
Facilities

(Entertainment, Danran,
Gamseong Izakaya, Collatec,
Hunting Potcha, Hold'em Pub)

▴ Restricted operating hours (22: 00, 1 person per

8㎡ )

Restaurants and cafes (including
unmanned cafes)

▴ (Strongly recommended) If two or more people
order only coffee, drinks, or desserts, the time they
stay in the store is limited to one hour

Restaurants and cafes(no eating),
indoor sports facilities, karaoke
rooms, door-to-door sales, party

rooms, indoor standing
performance halls

▴ Operating time
restriction (22 : 00)

▴Operation time restriction
cancelled

※ Door-to-door sales
businesses are limited in
operating hours (22 : 00)

Private Academies . Classrooms
(Excluding Reading Rooms),
Vocational Training Institutions

▴ Follow the 1-person-per-4㎡area or 1 seat apart

Cinemas, PC Rooms, Game
Rooms, Private Academies,
Reading Rooms, Amusement

Parks, Beauty Salons,
Supermarkets

▴ Restrictions on operations are cancelled

Private gatherings from 5
people are prohibited

▴No reservation or accompanying entry of 5 or
more people at restaurants and other multi-
purpose facilities
-(Exception) In case of direct family member
gatherings, necessary for the care of children,
elderly, persons with disabilities,etc., gatherings of
families to attend a family member’s
deathbed(dying hour).cepti

Category
Metropolitan Area

(Level 2)
Non-Metropolitan Area

(Level 1.5)



Religious activities

▴ Within 20% of

regular worship
services

※ Meetings, meals,
and lodging are
prohibited.

▴ Within 30% of regular
worship services

※ Meetings, meals, and
lodging are prohibited

Events limited number of people
(wedding, funerals )

▴Less than 100

people

▴If there are more than
500 people, report and
discuss with the local
government(For assemblies
and demonstrations, large-
scale concerts, festivals,
and academic events,
applies for less than 100
people)

Watching sports
▴10% Audience
admission

▴30% Audience

admission

Movie theaters and performance
halls

▴ 1 seat apart or
1seat apart excluding
companion

▴ 1seat apart excluding

companion

* For businesses that violate the quarantine regulations, the local government

enforces a gathering ban (administrative order) for two weeks, separate from the

disposition of penalty for negligence.

<Translated at Danuri Call Center 1577-1366>


